Cost-analysis of four diagnostic strategies for Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia in HIV-infected subjects.
The aim of this study was to analyse the cost-effectiveness ratio of four diagnostic strategies for Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP) in patients infected with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Two hundred and ten HIV-infected patients with suspected PCP underwent induced-sputum (IS) followed, if negative, by bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL); 85 of these patients were able to undergo an exercise test (ET), prior to induced sputum and BAL. The following strategies were analysed: BAL strategy (BAL whenever PCP is suspected); IS strategy (induced sputum followed by BAL if negative); exercise test (ET) strategy, (ET followed by BAL if the results are abnormal); and the ES (exercise sputum) strategy (i.e. BAL only after abnormal ET and negative IS). The cost of each strategy was calculated by taking into account only direct costs; the conditions in which two given strategies would be cost-equivalent were also evaluated. The prevalence of PCP in this population was 31%; IS had 100% specificity and 71% sensitivity, whilst ET had 100% sensitivity and 77% specificity. The costs of BAL, IS, ET and ES strategies were 210,000, 191,940, 140,700 and 112,700 FF, respectively. The ES strategy is, thus, most suitable for our unit. The most economic strategy depends not only on the cost and characteristics of the procedures, but also on the prevalence of PCP in the test population. In conclusion, we developed a model for use by diagnostic centres in choosing the most suitable strategy, on the basis of the local prevalence of PCP.